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Rationale.--Hxanan beings learn mainly throuc^i seeing and hearing or
looking and listening. Sensing the need of a broader oji^ortunity for learn¬
ing and more effectiveness in learning, educators and investigators have de-
vel(^ed many media which are now being widely used in all parts of the world.
Standing for a testimony, or as a memorial to mankind's desire to learn
and to learn well, are sudi audio-visual aids as printing press, chalkboards,
tackboards, flannel boards, hectographs, duplicators, globes, charts, maps,
models, mockups, slides, films, filmstrips, projectors, radios, record play-
eirs, tape recordings and televisions. These audio-visual materials link the
bands of past with those of the present and in a matter of minutes crowd the
records of centuries past into the present; and with these helps to looking
and listening make the vdiole world a real audience of ongoing events occur¬
ring in all comers of the world. Eluentary and secondary schools, colleges
and universities have long since used visual aids to learning. During recent
years audio aids have been found in many classrooms. Since World War II
audio-visual materials in teaching and learning became more widely appre¬
ciated by classroom teachers, school administrators and laymen, as "school
movies" rather than "instructional films."
When audio-visual materials are related to schools, they should be recog¬
nized as aids or as ways and means of realizing the objectives or goals of
an educational program. These tools of teaching and learning are means toward
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the ends of educating the whole child or teaching the v^ole child. These
aids have inherent advantages over other means of learning and teaching in
given situations. Thus, it behooves us to know audio-visual materials, how
to choose them and how to use them.
Our democratic social order is made of individuals whose intake of
learning is through the audio-visual programs mainly. It is the school's
task to develop each individual to become an effective participant in our
democratic social order*
Our radios, televisions, and current news all tell us we are far behind
many of the challenges of our social order. We cannot correct the past but
we can use the past as a stepping stone to examine our educational objectives,
our school philosophies and make our audio-visual educational programs more
meaningful.
Instructors need to become conscious of the techniques and implications
of audio-visual educational programs more meaningful. They need to become
conscious of the tediniques and in^lications of audio-visual materials)
their values, underlying principles, their vivid learning experiences and
satisfying or easy-going implications.
Evolution of the Problem.—The writer noted that audio-visual materials
had a high degree of interest and frequently stabilized learnings for pupils
in her classroom. The pupils were interested in examining objects, seeing
pictures and films, and hearing records related to their school work. The
concepts and information learned through the use of such materials were re¬
membered longer than when presented solely through verbal means. They were
learned faster and could be put to use immediately in related activities,
thus saving time* The use of the audio-visual materials makes it possible
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to present concepts* processes and information of far away places and peo¬
ples in a concrete and meaningful manner. These facts pronpted the writer
and stimulated her thinking to do this study.
Values.—The probable values of this problem were characterized as
follows!
1. This study might reflect new needs to be provided for audio-visual
educational programs for the Jonesboro Elementary School and the
Elementary Department of the William A. Fountain High School.
2. It might intensify the desire for teachers and other school per¬
sonnel to work for the promotion of an adequate audio-visual
educational program in the two elementary schools.
3. It might serve as a reference for further study.
4* It might sesrve as a guide in some respects* to librarians* educa-
toxe* and parents \i4)o desired to improve the quality of audio¬
visual educational methods of teaching and meldiods used for piqpils
in the s(^ool8 studied.
5. It was believed that it could serve as one important piece of evi¬
dence against which later progress in quality or audio-visual edu¬
cation could be measured and as an aid in the study of the most
appealing characteristics of audio-visual aids for children.
Definition of Terms.—The significant terms which were used through this
study are diaracterized in the statmnents vdiich follow.
1. The tezm* "audio*" as was used in this study, referred to materials
that appeal to the sense of hearing.
2« The tezm, "audio-visual materials and methods," as was used in this
study* referred to modem technological means of providing rich*
concrete experiences for students.
3* The tezm* "audio-visual education*" as used in this study* referred
to that wit in the sdiool organization specifically charged with
administrating the seinrices and supervising the use of audio-visual
materials by teachers and other sdiool personnel.
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Statement of the Problem.—This study sought to ascertain the thinking
of thirty-one teachers and thirty pupils concerning audio-visual education
in Clayton County, Georgia.
Purpose of the Study.—One purpose of this study was to survey thinking
regarding the audio-visual educational programs idiich were currently tper-
ating in Jonesboro Elementazy S^ool and the Elementary Department of the
William A. Fountain High School. More specific purposes of this research
weret
1. To examine the following areas of thinking about audio-visual edu¬
cation by a selected group of pupils and teachers of the Jonesboro
Elementary School and the Elementary Department of the William A.
Fountain High Schools
a. What are general values of audio-visual education held by
teachers and pupils?
b. In «Auat subject areas do teachers and pupils report frequent
use of audio-visual materials? V^ere do they think they are
most effective?
c. In what subject areas do they think audio-visual materials to
to be least helpful?
d. To vdiat extent are teachers aware of trends in 'Uie use of audio¬
visual materials?
e. Are pupils aware of changes and extensions in the use of audio¬
visual materials, such as educational television and the like?
f. Has attendance increased or decreased when audio-visual materi¬
als were used frequently?
g. Do pupils report preferring to attend class vdien audio-visual
materials will be used?
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h* In what order of preference do pupils and teachers place list-*
ings of audio-visual materials vdiich have been or will be made
available to them in the classroom?
2« To compare the reactions of pupils and students*
3« To examine these reactions in terms of certain criteria standards
approved by the central administration*
4* To draw inplications and ireconanendations for inprovement of the
total audio-visual program.
Limitations of the Study.—This study is limited int (l) restricted time-
arrangement which could not test the possibility that pipils mlg^t have pro¬
gressed faster if they could have had audio-visual lessons every school day|
(2) the fact that audio-visual questionnaires vdiich might have been useful
in equating the groups were not administered} and (3) the number of pupils
and teachers, which were thirty-one and thirty, respectively.
Locale of the Study.—The locale of this proposed study was Jonesboro
Clayton County, and Forrest Park Clayton County, Georgia. The schools are
the Jonesboro Elementary School and the Elementary Department of the William
A. Fountain High School, located in the center and northern parts of Clayton
County, respectively. These are the only two sdiools in Clayton County
which Negroes may attend.
Jonesboro, the oldest town in the county, through vdiich General Sherman
marched on his way to the sea, is the county seat.
The only <pera house or show was abandoned in 1956. There are no recre¬
ational facilities which Negroes may enjoyj however, they share the athletic
field for baseball during the summer months. They may share second class
books from the public library vdiich are selected by their library staff and
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loaned for definite periods. There is one inactive Civic Club for Negroes.
In general the citizens arouse themselves by attending parties, picnics,
ball games, fishing, radios and television in the home and "piiblic joints."
Forrest Park, the fastest growing town in the county. Is the location
of the William A. Fountain High School, but there are no publicly maintained
recreational or educational facilities for Negroes. However the school has
an athletic field where baseball, football and other athletic activities
may be enjoyed} also the school has a gymtorium.
The religious belief of Clayton County is about average wdiile the edu¬
cational standards fall below par.
Research Procedure and Operational Steps.—The Descriptive Survey Method
was utilized in this study, and, through use of the questionnaire technique,
it embraced the following steps.
1. Permission was secured from prefer authorities to administer ques¬
tionnaires and interviews to the subjects.
2. Representative saiqplings of subjects were selected.
3. The desired information was secured from the questionnaires and
interviews and coiqpiled and treated statistically through use of
percentages and the significance of the differences between then.
4. Tables of the findings were made and apprqoriate verbal interpre¬
tations were made.
5. Conclusions, inplications, and recommendations were formulated.
Survey of Related Literature.—This survey may be divided into two main
sections (l) current concepts of audio-visual materials and (2) significant
opinions and studies regarding audio-visual education. One of the broadest
1
approaches to the general area of cemmunication is provided by Schrairan in
i
Fifty-Third Yearbook of the National Society of Education. Nelson B.
Henry, Editor. Chapter VI "Procedures and Effects of Mass Communication," by
Wilbur Schramm (Chicagoi The University of Chicago Press, 1954}, pp. 113-127.
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his discussion of procedures and effects of mass media* He says that com¬
munication requires at least three elements — the sender, the message and
the receiver*
The sender may be an individual (speaking, writing, drawing, gesturing)
or a comnunication organization like a newspaper, publishing house,
television station or notion picture studio)* The message may be in
the form of ink or paper, sound waves in the air, inpulses in an
electric current, a wave of the hand, a flag in the air, or any other
signal capable of being interpreted meaningfully* The receiver may
be an individual listening, watching or reading} or a member of a gro^^
such as a discussion group, a lecture auKlience, a football crowd or m
mob} or a m«nber of a mass audience, such as the reader of a newspaper
or a viewer of television*-*-
According to this concept advanced by Schranan, the sender encodes his
messages, codes them into a form that may be transmitted, signals the re¬
ceiver, who then decodes the message to -the best of his understandings,
capabilities and interests*
At this point it night be stated that usually, the more concrete the
message, -the more accurate the decoding and the more abstract, the greater
the possibilities for distortions and undesirable "feedbacks" frcan the re¬
ceivers of the messages* Obviously, the audio-visual area in education is
closely tied to this idea that effective use of audio-visual materials musts
1* ***Be so designed and delivered as to gain the attention of -the in¬
tended receiver*
2* ***Enploy signs vdiidi refer to experience conanon to both sender
and receiver, so as to "get the meaning across."
3* ...Arouse personality needs in the receiver and suggest some ways
to meet those needs*
4* •••Suggest a way to meet those needs which is appropriate to the





when he is moved to make the desired response.
Still another approach to the area is throu^ the classification of
audio-visual materials. In an effort to sunmarize the sensory materials in










(9) Visual symbols(10)Verbal symbols
A third type of approach to the audio-visual area is recognized by
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Burton «^o enphasizes these materials as a part of the total concept of
meaning. He recognizes three levels, namely> (1) a process of differen¬
tiating things, persons, processes, and other items within the immediate
experience, (2) a process of more precise sensory discrimination within a
pattern, plus increasing use of words and (3) a process of clarifying and
extending meanings, of creating new ones chiefly through use of language.
Throughout the discussion, the author gives examples of visual and auditory
and visual stimuli which facilitate growth in the area of meaning.
Later in this discussion he presents a kind of organization similar to
involve DOING
in order of de¬
creasing directness
involve OBSERVING
in 03rder of de¬
creasing directness
involve SYMBOLIZING




Edgar Dale. Audio Visual Methods in Teaching. (New Yorki The Dryden
Press, 1950). p. 52.
3
William H. Burton and Collaborators. Reading and (hiId Development.
(New York* Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 195671 pp. 40-50.
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the foregoing representation by Dale. He includest
I. Direct Experiencei actually participating, doing, undergoing
II* Vicarious Experience
A. Through direct observation
1* Seeing actual events take place; handling concrete
objects and materials
2* Seeing actual events acted out, as in drama or
pantomime, by persons who represent the original
characters and vi^o use authentic costumes and settings
B* Through pictorial means
1* Seeing motion-picture portrayal of events, persons,
processes
2* Seeing photographs of persons, places, objects
C* Throu^ graphic means
1* Using maps, diagrams, graphs, blueprints and similar
representations of objects, facts, relationships
D* Through verbal means
1. Reading narrations, descriptions and expositions of
persons, places, events, things
2* Listening to narrations, descriptions, and expositions
of persons, places, events, things
E* Through symbolic means
Using technical symbols, terminology, formulas, indexes,
coefficients, or other recondite signs.^
On the strength of such approaches, vdiich are both psychological and
sociological, one can understand the comprehensiveness of this next section
which surveys the audio-visual education area more specifically*
Seaton made a conprehensive report concerning visits made to some East¬
ern and Southeastern cities to discover what uses teachers were making of
motion pictures and what they considered the most fundamental problems im¬
peding wider and more effective use. The study was informal, not conprehen-
sive or statistical; as they — in some of the cities — anerged from
1
William Burton. The Guidance of Leading Activities (2nd edition. New
Yorkt /^pleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.,, 1952), p. 44*
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conversation with teachers. The findings were* (1) a set of basic recoomen-
dations, which possibly would 6i4>ply a blue print of the fundamental philos-
qshy and organization of audio-visual education in cities, towns and coun¬
ties, could serve as a very useful purpose in this field; (2) the content
for many of the recommendations could be drawn directly from opinions gath¬
ered, from findings of a former evaluated program of the council; (3) a felt
need for more cooprehensive and definite recommendations should be made in
1
terms of a wider field of audio-visual education.
2
Dr Penfield*s article seems to substantiate the effectiveness of audio¬
visual methods of education, vdien he confirms, lessons are learned better
vdien facts are recorded simultaneously by eye and ear on the mind.
For audio-visual education to be meaningful, the teacher must know how
to use the materials properly. Teaching can be greatly improved by visual
and auditory materials because these teaching materials make learning experi¬




Michaels expresses the idea that audio-visual materials contribute a
great deal to the development of meaning and the improvement of attitudes
1
Helen Hardt Seaton, A Measure For Audio-Visual Programs in Schools
(Series 11 - Motion Pictures in Education - Number 8, Washington, D. C.
Volxmie VIII, October 1944, pp. 1-2),
2
The Reader's Digest, Explorer of The Human Heart. (Pleasantville,
New York), pp, 138-144,
3
Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods In Teaching (New York* The Dryden Press),
1957.
4
John U. Michaels, Social Studies for Children In A Democracy.(New York,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950), p, 243,
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•••they provide concrete basis for group planning and discussion by enabling
the child to see and hear that w^ich is being studied in various units of
work,
1
In reading Dr. Penfield's article in the July 1958 Reader*s Digest, his
monumental work tends to confiiin,,,the effectiveness of audio-visual methods
of education. Lessons are learned better when facts are recorded simulta¬
neously by eye and ear on our minds.
The inplications for audio-visual education are clear. CXir democracy
needs personalities of many kinds to give it balance and richness. We need
the abilities of all citizens to fulfill the practical and spiritual require¬
ments of our century. The audio-visual education of the elementary and high
school must therefore be broad based. It makes possible for each child to
find and demonstrate his abilities and to be valued for his contributions.
In this way he learns vi^at he has to give to society; he learns the confi-
2
dence and the desire to give it.
Wittich implies that too many of our schools of the 20th century qserate
on the pattern of the schools of the 19th century,.,the Verbal school, read¬
ing school. Today's school children move in a communication world wdiich
emphasizes objectively, audio-visual presentation within the brief space of
thirty to fifty years; communication grew from verbal, reading, or word-of-
mouth stage into a world characterized by an environment of sharp visualiza¬
tion tfdiich demand the attention of the individual,
1 -
Wilder Penfield. "Explorer of The Human Brain.** Reader’s Digest.
(New York, July 1958) pp. 138-144.
2
Journal of the Association for Childhood Education, International,
Elementary School Program Must Be Broad Minded. Childhood Education
(Washington, D. C., 1958) p. 258.
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One inportant means by which instruction can be improved is within the
area of audio-visual materials and techniques» their relationship to the ef¬
fective accomplishments of the goals of the modem school curriculum*
First-hand information and experiences are easily grasped by pupils
through audio-visual material} extending the pupil’s concepts of processes
through what he has seen in some demonstrations or w#»at he has experienced
in classroom activities. Discussion groups, written reports, effective read¬
ing may be the desirable outcomes of concepts and terms the pupil has learned
through audio-visual materials* Through handling objects and models, through
hearing records, and seeing pictures and films, the individual differences of
most of the pupils may be met because opportunities have been provided for
each child to learn* The teacher may conclude that, when the pupils learn
to appreciate what others have done (the contributions of others) and that
their attitudes toward others have been favorably apprehended and accepted
they will notice the common needs and activities of human beings as a result
of audio-visual materials* In selecting motion pictures, care should be ex¬
ercised to select only those that fit the needs and problems being currently
considered*
One thesis in particular has findings pertinent to the present one*
1
Goss found in general thats
1* Audio-visual coordinators were usual science teachem with from 1
to 23 years of teaching experience* About 1/2 of these had taken
courses in audio-visual education.
2* Teacher utilization of audio-visual material, consisted mainly in
showing films*
i —
V. H. Goss, The Status of Audio-Visual Education in Selected Schools for
Negroes in Georgia. 1957. Atlanta University, Atlanta.
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3* The majority of the classroans did not have the necessary electri¬
cal outlet and the equipment was limited.
4* Audio-visual budget limited.
In summarizing this survey the writer drew these salient pointst
1. Audio-visual materials are being inteipreted and appraised in the
context of the larger area of mass communication; hence, the uses
to which they are put should be considered objectively and criti¬
cally.
2* Audio-visual education makes it possible for each child to find
and demonstrate his abilities and to be valued for his contribu¬
tions.
3. First hand infoimation and experiences are easily grasped by pupils
through audio-visual material; extending the pupil's concepts of
processes through vdiat he has seen in some demonstrations or what
he has experienced in classroom activities.
4* Authorities agree that through handling objects and models, through
hearing records, and seeing pictures and films, the indifferences
of most of the pupils may be met because q^portunities have been
provided for each child to learn.
aiAPTER II
ANALYSIS A^JD INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Introductory StatGnient.«»«Th< purpose of this chapter is to present*
analyze and interpret data derived from questionnaires answered by thirty-
one elementary school teachers of Clayton County* Georgia* The analysis
and interpretation of the data are organized according to the purposes of
the study which carried these basic requirementst
1* To examine the following areas of thinking about audio-visual
education by a selected groi^ of pifsils and tead^ers of the
Jonesboro Elementary and William A* Fountain High Sdioola* are
as indicated belowi
a* What are general values of audio-visual education held by
teadiers and pipils?
b« In «diat subject areas do teachers and pupils report frequent
use of audio-visual materials? %ere do diey Idiink they are
most effective?
Cv In v^at subject areas do they think audio-visual materials
to be least helpful?
d* To what extent are teadters aware of trends in the use of
audio-visual materials?
e* Are pupils aware of changes and extensions in the use of
audio-visual materials* such as educational television and
the like?
f* Has attendance increased or decreased vdien audio-visual
materials were used frequently?
g« Do pupils report preferring to attend class when audio-visual
materials are used?
h* In what order of preference do pupils and teachers place list¬
ings of audio-visual materials which have been or will be made
available to them in tliS classroom?
14
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2« To cotipare the reactions of pupils and teachers
3* To examine these reactions in terms of certain criteria approved
by the central administration
4* To draw inplications and recommendations for improved use of the
total audio-visual program
In the sections that follow this Cahpter is organized thuslyt
1* Oiaracteristics of the Respondents
2* Organization and Resources of the Audio-Visual Program
3* Teachers* Reports of Pupils* Reactions to and Roles within the
Audio-Visual Program
They follow in the order Just enumerated.
Characteristics of the Teachers and Their
General Responsibilities
The teachers used in the study were of varied opinions regarding audio¬
visual education. Many factors may account for the differences, but the
outstanding ones appear to relate to the major sections into which this dis¬
cussion is divided.
Number of Years* Teaching Experience Including the Period 1958-59.—
Table 1 presents the data pertaining to the number of years of teaching ex¬
perience including the school year nineteen hundred fifty-eight; fifty-nine.
The number of teachers reporting having taught from one to five years
was two or 06.4 per cent. The number of teachers reporting having taught
from six to ten years was eight or 25.5 per cent. The number of teachers
reporting having taught fr<xn eleven to fifteen years was two or 06.4 per cent.
The number of teachers reporting having taught from sixteen to twenty years
was one or 03.2 per cent. The number of teachers reporting having taught
from twenty-one to twenty-five years was three or 09.6 per cent. The number
of teachers reporting having taught from twenty-six to thirty years was three
16
or 09*6 per cent* There were six teachers or 10*3 per cent who did not re«
port their teadiing experience* The table shows that 8 or, 25*5 per cent,
of the number of teachers reporting had teaching experience of from six to
ten years, while nine, or 29*03 per cent, reported teaching experiences of
from eleven to thirty years*
Teachers* Uses of Audio~Visual Aids*—Fourteen or 41*1 per cent said
that they did not use audio-visual aids in all subjects, «diile 9 or 29*03
per cent said that they used them in all areas. This question shows that
the majority of the teadiers did not use audio-visual aids in all teaching,
but other questions found more positive reactions* More specifically, the
majority, or twenty or 64*5 per cent, used them both semesters*
TABLE 1
NUMBER OF YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
INCLUDING THE TERM, 1958-59
Class Intervals of 5 Number of Teachers Per Cent
1 to 5 years 2 06*4
6 to 10 years 8 25*5
11 to 15 years 2 06*4
16 to 20 years 1 03*2
21 to 25 years 3 09.6
26 to 30 yeatt 3 09*6
No* not reporting 6 19*3
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Sizes of Classes Tauoht bv These Teachers»«-To the question, "What dif¬
ficulties have you found most prevalent in teaching with audio-visual aids?",
several of the teachers checked Question 21B which pertains to the size of
their classes* As shown in Table 2, no teachers reported having classes
with twenty-five pupils or lessj 12 or 38 per cent, of the total group re¬
ported having classes ranging from 25 to 45 pupils} and 6 or, 19*3 per cent,
of the total group stated that they had more than 45 pi^ils in classes*
Others did not respond to the question, but through observation the writer
noted that most of them would have fallen in one of the last two categories.
TABLE 2
SIZES OF CLASSES AS DESIGNATED BY EIGHTEEN
OF THE THIRTY-ONE TEACHERS
Size of Class Ntniber Per Cent
5 to 25 0 0
25 to 45 12 38*7
45 up 6 19*3
Other Characteristics of Close Relationship to Teachers* Participation
in the Audio-Visual Program.—There were two other items descriptive of
teachers' attitudes toward the audio-visual program* They pertained to ad¬
ministrative attitudes toward the program and to the teachers* interest in
the teaching of science, «diich was considered one of the most fruitful areas
for the use of audio-visual materials*
Two teachers adjudged administrative attitudes, "very interested", while
others considered each administrator .as showing "considerable interest" in
18
the audio*’visual program. There were no indications of extremely negative
attitudes.
To the item, "You teach science because the teachers registered the
responses itemized in Table 3* There it may be noted that one teacher was
a science major} four, or 12.5 per cent of the teachers, said that they
taught science because it was assigned to them} ten, or 32.2 per cent, taught
it because it was a grade subject} but 18, or 58.0 per cent, of them expressed
very real interest in the area. This infozmation was considered highly sig¬
nificant in light of the fact that in this thesis, considerable attention
was given to audio-visual aspects of the science program.
TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF TEACHERS* SPECIFIC ANSWERS TO THE QUESTION,







Number Per Cent" Number Per Cent
You are a science
Major 1 03.2 1 03.2
It is assigned
to you 5 16.1 4 12.5
It is assigned
grade subject 6 19.3 10 32.2
Because of your
interest 14 45.1 18 58.0
Professional Growth.—The teachers of the Jonesboro Elementary School
and the Elementary Depaxt:ment of the William A. Fountain High School realized
that to grow, education had to keep them in step with life about than. It
had to be the teachers with the audiorvisual minds vdio counted most. They
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were more important than any audio-visual program. They took an introspec¬
tive look at themselves and found that they needed to look, see, understand
and learn if they were to keep step with life about them. Question Number 27
below shows what they found. In answer to the question, "Have you had one or
I
more classes in audio-visual education?”, five or 16,1 per cent answered,
"Yes", while seven, or 22.5 per cent, answered, "No," Four, or 12,5 per cent,
checked having studied one year in Audio-Visual Education class; two, or 06.4
per cent, checked having studied Audio-Visual Education two years; and one,
or 03.2 per cent, checked having studied Audio-Visual Education three years.
To the question, "Have you attended any Audio-Visual V/orkshops or Insti¬
tutions"," eight, or 25.5 per cent, checked attending Audio-Visual Workshops
in contrast to ten, or 32.2 per cent, checked not having attended any Audio-
Visual Workshc^; eleven or 35.4 per cent checked not having attended any
training sessions in Education Institution.
To the question, "Do you use audio-visual programs in your home?”, nine,
or 29.03 per cent, checked "often;" six, or 19.3 per cent, checked "occasion¬
ally."
Organization and Basic Resources of the
Audio-Visual Aids Program
Description of Background Organization,—Prior to developing the audio¬
visual aids program the principal and teachers sat down together and talked
about meeting the needs of modern education in their schools. It was soon
discovered that improvement of instruction provided assistance to classroom
teachers, placed desired instructional material in the hands of teachers
when and w^ere needed and served as means of strengthening their public rela¬
tions program in their school. The principal asked how they could start such
20
a program* They made a survey and found what equipment, materials, and fa¬
cilities existed* It was decided that the principal would and should serve
as mediator between the central office and the school* The cafetorium, in
one school, and gymtorium and library, in the other school, served as audio¬
visual aids rooms as they could be darkened and were equipped with electri¬
cal outlets* The group sketched a model organization of an audio-visual
program diagraun as is shown in Figure 1, page 22* This set befoze them the
working staff and how each related to the other for strength and unity, see¬
ing themselves as pioneer audio-visual aids organizers in these two schools
of Clayton County, Georgia*
Discussion groups told the faculty many things about themselves and their
audio-visual aids activities* It was revealed that the faculty members of
the Jonesboro Elementary School and the Elementary Department of the William
A* Fountain High School were preparing for and receptive to a long-range pro¬
gram of audio-visual aids* Figure 1 revealed that they had followed the plana
The Principal served as general administrative officer* It was found
that this sipervising entailst (1) accepting and processing requisitions for
audio-visual materials, (2) balancing this program over against other areas
which demand relatively large budgets, (3) conferring with other staff members
regarding priorities in the area, (4) planning for the kind of organization
needed for optimum functioning of the program, and (5) leading the total staff
toward the stating of sound principles in the use of such aids*
Directly down from the principal — as shown in the diagram — one can
note the focal position of the audio-visual-materials coordinator* This per¬
son was designated to organize the equipment and materials according to a
system that would make the best use of all available resources*
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Figure 1 further identifies a Faculty Conmittee vdiich sipported and
counseled the coordinator of the audio-visual program. This committee was
composed of the Departmental Representatives, the Coordinator and the Prin¬
cipal. This committee placed orders for teachers* materials, suggested
methods for inproving the utilization of materials returned them. It studied
and suggested programs needed to serve all the teachers. It located, ordered,
planned for the evaluation, distributed and returned the used material. This
committee had a knowledge of primary, lower and upper elementary audio-visual
aids, and they were interested in audio-visual education beyond its present
scope.
Throughout all of their deliberations this committee was aware of the
role of the teachers in the total conmiunlcations program. In the words of
the committee on mass media and education thatr
The teacher as citizen not only has a responsibility to see that
excellent content is made available on the air but also to see that
the air, the film, the press are free~that the First Amendment is
carried out. Not only must there be freedom of speech but there must
be freedom to listen. Not only must there be freedom to write but
there must be freedom to read. Not only must there be freedom to
talk but there must be freedom to meet and to discuss. Civil liber¬
ties are an inescapable part of the Intelligent, discriminating use
of mass media. What good will it do to have excellent programs if
they are not permitted on the air, if controversy on the air or in
the public prints is not encouraged? We must never forget what
Jefferson saidi "Error of (pinion may be tolerated if reason is free
to combat it,"
So long as scholars, administrators, and the public regard efforts
to inprove the traditional methods of instruction as futile or shock¬
ing or subversive; so long as educators regard motion pictures, radio,
and television as beneath their dignity; so long as institutions of
higher and secondary education do not make budgetary provision for
their use, we shall be failing to take full advantage of one of the
greatest potential assets of mass education.
The responsibility of seeing that the mass media serve the public
good is no simple one. But it is a responsibility that the teacher as
teacher, as citizen, as person cannot shrink. We h<pe that, in the
pages that follow, this task is made both clear and interesting.
Figure 1 - A Model for Organization of an Audio-Visual Education Program.
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Relationship between Teachers and Pupils.-»Closelv related to the Fac¬
ulty Conmittee the diagram has pexmitted its readers to see the relationship
of the pipils and students as providing bases for the selection of audio¬
visual materials* The students planned and constructed the display of the
bulletin boards* They assisted the Faculty Committee in setting up screens
and projectors^ mended broken films, checked lighting and seating equipment,
served as monitors in passing to and from class rooms to audio-visual rooms*
The pupils were made to feel that they were helpers as they were encouraged
to bring specimens and models in the room to show to their classmates*
The teachers reported that the pupils gave many reasons why they claimed
interest in the audio-visual equipment* Nine or, 29*03 per cent, answered
that students do not run the madiines for pay} ten or, 32*2 per cent, diecked
students run the machines because they enjoy it} five or, 16*1 per cent,
answered that students run the machines because they can do it well and it is
assigned to them} fourteen or, 45*1 per cent, vdtich is the highest number,
checked that students run the madiines because they are given an opportunity
to learn*
Audio-Visual Facilities Used in the Two Schools*—Physical facilities in
the classroomt- For a successful audio-visual program in the classroom there
are certain physical features that must be provided* It was noted that in
the schools studied some audio-visual facilities showed priority over others.
Here it was noted that pupil and student-teadier made bookcases, cabinets,
boxes and tables served as storage facilities for audio-visual material such
as, flat pictures, small maps, posters, records, books, globes, flash cards
and any other visual aids teachers kept in their rocmis* This is in keeping
with research which statest
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Storage facilities should be available in each classroom
for such items as flat pictures, small maps, posters, records,
slides, and filmstrips.... permanent storage facilities will
...be in the audio-visual center.^
From Table 5, one noted that of the twenty-nine teachers participating
in this study, twenty or, 64.5 per cent, said blackboard space was limited;
three or, 09.6 per cent, said blackboard space was in poor condition; that
is they we3:e small, needed painting. One teacher used the Clinic and two
shared the stage in the auditorium, for classarooms and used pieces of broken
beaver board which stood on pupil-made legs. One, or 03.2 per cent, said
they had no bulletin boards; fourteen, or 45.1 per cent, said bulletin board
space was limited; five, or 16.1 per cent, said the bulletin board was in
poor condition; one, or 03.2 per cent, said there was no seating equipment
for aixiio-visual classes; four, or 12.5 per cent, said seating equipment was
limited; three, or 09.6 per cent, said seating equipment for audio-visual
classes was in poor condition; four, or 12.5 per cent, said arm chairs were
used for audio-visual classes^ eight, or 25.5 per cent, said tables and chairs
were used for audio-visual classes; eighteen, or 58.0 per cent, said maps were
used as audio-visual materials; five, or 16.1 per cent, said chairs were used
as other audio-visual equipment; seven, or 22.5 per cent, listed projectors
as audio-visual materials used with classes; three, or 09.6 per cent, listed
filmstrips as audio-visual materials used with classes; one, or 03.2 per cent,
said recordings were used as audio-visual materials with classes; three, or
09.6 per cent, listed slides as being used with audio-visual classes.
The teachers selected and used the globes that achieved their purposes
better than any other materials that were available to them. They used those
1
TABLE 5
ROOM EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS DESIGNATED AS A PART
OF THE AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAMS IN BOTH SCHOOLS
Room Equifxnent and Materials I
First Semester Second Semester
'dumber Per Cent Number Per Cent
1* Blackboard Space
a* None 0 0 1 03.2
b* Limited 20 64.5 14 45.1
c* Poor Condition 3 09.6 4 12.5
2« Bulletin Board Space
a* None 1 03.2 1 03.2
b* Limited 14 45.1 15 48.3
c« Poor Condition 5 16.1 2 06.4
3* Seating Equipment
a* None 1 03.2 1 03.2
b* Limited 4 12.5 2 06.4
c* Poor Condition 3 09.6 3 09.6
d» Arm Chairs 4 12.5 11 35.4
e« Desks 8 25.5 9 29.3
£• Tables and Chairs 6 19.3 1 03.2
4* Other Equipment and Materials
a* Maps 18 58.0 18 58.0
b* Chairs 5 16.1 12 38.7
c« Projectors 7 22.5 11 35.4
d* Filmstrips 3 09.6 6 19.3
e* Recordings 1 03.2 14 45.1
f« Slides 3 09.6 5 16.1
g* Felt Boards 3 09.6 4 12.5
h* Picture Films 5 16.1
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in combination with such materials as textbooks, reference books, atlases,
flat pictures, slides, films, filmstrips, field trips, bulletin boards dis¬
plays, desk outline maps; according to «^at was needed* The materials were
means used to gain a clear and vivid understanding and meaning, to the things
stixiied* The chalkboard was used to visualize oral communication, visual
vocabulary and summarize field trips* Classrooms were enriched with educa¬
tional radio broadcasts and tape recorded broadcasts* The latter served to
improve speech, voice, enunciation, diction, and pronunciation at all grade
levels, and for all subjects or any subject*
Financial Arrangements for Basic Resources.—Resources to finance the
audio-visual aids program were included in the itemized school budget as pre¬
pared by the budgeting committee during preplanning week of the school term*
According to research!
A successful program cannot and should not depend on the
charity of the P. T» A. or any other organizations for its
existence. It should be a definite budget item as part of the
instructional program.^
Supplementary Books and Materials.—Table 7 represents the data pertain¬
ing to supplementary books and materials used* Of the twenty-nine teachers
participating in this study one, or 03.2 per cent, used Row-Peterson Science
Series! Grade Four. One, or 03*2 per cent, used Allvn-Bacon Series! Science
Grade Four* One, or 03.2 per cent, used Scott-Foresman Series; Science Grade
Four* One, or 03*2 per cent, used Caldwell and Curtis| Introduction to Science
Grade Eight. One, or 03*2 per cent, used Mable O'Donnellj Through The Green




One, or 03.2 per cent, used Burton; Reading In Child Development. One, or
03.2 per cent, used Ruth Strickland; Language Arts. One, or 03.2 per cent,
used William D. Sheldon, Q, Miles and B, M, Saddon; At Home And Away. One,
or 03.2 per cent, used the D. C, Heath Science Series. One, or 03.2 per cent,
used MacMillan Science Series. One, or 03.2 per cent, used Kinder, James S.;
Audio~Visual Materials and Techniques. One, or 03.2 per cent, used Wittich,
Walter; Audio-Visual Materials. This caption shows that fifteen, or 48*3
per cent, of the teachers use supplementary books and materials.
To the question^"Do you use Audio-Visual Aids in all Subjects?”, the find¬
ings were the following. Fifteen or 43.3 per cent said audio-visual aids
were required of all students; while three, or 09.6 per cent, said, "No.”
To the question, "What teaching materials do you use?”, five, or 16.1 per
cent, used various types; four, or 12.5 per cent charts and booklets; five,
or 16.1 per cent, used magazines; two, or 06.4 per cent, used clippings while
two, or 06.4 per cent, used films and other visual aids. To the question,
"Do you use a textbook?", three, or 09.6 per cent, listed Exploring In Science
by Hurley Craig; two, or 06.4 per cent, listed Science Through the Years by
Craig and David, 1950; two, or 06.4 per cent, listed Working With Science by
Craig and Hill, 1950; three, or 09.6 per cent, used Look and Learn. Two, or
06.4 per cent, used Discovering Our World by Beauchamp, Williams, and Blough;
two, or 06.4 per cent, used All Around Us by Beauchamp, Crumpton and Grady;
two, or 06.4 per cent, used Facing Tomorrow With Science by G. S. Craig and
John l^ban; one, or 03.2 per cent, used Adventures In Science by Caldwell and
Curtis.
To the question, "Do you use a picture for (a) each unit, (b) more than
one per unit?" ten, or 32.2 per cent, reported using pictures with each unit
TA6IJE 6
SUPPLEMENTARY BOOKS AND MATERIALS USED
Books Number Teachers Per Cent
Row-Peterson Science Series: Grade 4 1 03.2
Allvn-Bacon Series: Science Grade 4 1 03.2
Scott-Foresman Series: Science Grade 4 1 03.2
Caldwell and CUrtis: Introduction to Science.
Grade 8 1 03.2
Mimeographed Sheets 1 03.2
O'Donnell: Throuoh The Green Gate 1 03.2
MacMillan Social Studies: Livino Tooether
Today and Yesterday 1 03.2
Burton: Readinq In Child Develormient 1 03.2
Strickland. Ruth: Lanquaqe Arts 1 03.2
Sheldon. Miles and Saddon: At Home and Awav 1 03.2
D. C. Heath: Science Series 1 03.2
MacMillan: Science Series 1 03.2
Ginn and Comoanv: Science Series 1 03.2
Kinder. James S.: Audio-Visual Materials
and Technioues 1 03.2
Willich. Walter: Audio-Visual Materials 1 03.2
Supplementary Books and Materials Used 15 48.3
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while eight, or 25.5 per cent, reported using more than one picture per
unit (moving pictures).
Space for the Programs.—-The cafetorium in the Jonesboro Elementary School
and the gymnatorium, library and home economics dining room in the William A.
Fountain High School were used as audi-visual rocxns because they were con>
veniently located, pr<^erly lighted or darkened, designed to seat large or
small audiences with its electrical outlets, movable tables, folding chairs,
stages or platfoims under which folding chairs or tables were stored.
Display Areas .""Bulletin boards and display boards kept before the ob¬
servers current events, exhibits, murals, display of student work, short-term
"events'*, announcements, poster-type materials, long-term projects, and pic¬
tures. The chalkboards were effectively used to highlight critical questions
or captions in units studied, irqportant points were illustrated. They served
as a kind of temporary bulletin-board to which the attention of the observers
was directed for a period of time for purposes of visualizing subject matter.
Felt boards were used with success because they were adaptable and provided
the teachers of-any-grade with a wealth of d&nonstrations materials and al¬
lowed maximum student participation.
The sand table was used in the lower grades, in the above named sdiools,
for landscaping} materials were used to suggest buildings, fences with ani¬
mals enclosed, vehicles} mountains, lakes, rivers were traced and blue con¬
struction paper for grass.
Maps, globes and charts were a significant part of the programs. Teach¬
ers in these same named schools used wall maps to highlight outstanding fea¬
tures of a given map. Their maps were Inclusive of geographical, political,
physical, continental or hemispherical, land-water, cotuity and state
j
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designations* Globes were used to help piq>ils and students visualize some¬
thing of the shape and position of the world, land water, countries. Re¬
search supported this when we reads
Globes and maps are a vital pait: of the school's
instructional materials because they are the only means
by vhich large areas of the earth or the earth itself,
can be effectively represented.!
The opaque projectors have been most helpful in individual classroom
where pages from a text or a picture or printed matter were shown to a group.
There the advantage of time exposure, reshowing of certain sections, played
an inportant part. Filmstrips and slides proved very valuable in numerous
ways from the primary grades up and were effective means of communicating
factual information. Motion picture projectors equipped with sound boxes,
screens, and micrcphones proved valuable in that they allowed the learners
to see and hear what had been magnified or reduced in size as they contrib¬
uted to the learning or training process.
Narrative Description of the Enviroranent for Learning.—At the time of
this writing the audio-visual aids se^ed to be the main incentive of success¬
ful teaching. It was observed that audio-visual aids created more interest
and held it longer than any other one teaching aid. Teachers* curiosities
were aroused. This was exenplified from the fact that teachers came to fac¬
ulty meetings with such statements as, "My students and I enjoy mounting pic¬
tures. Just look at these! They suggested the titles and cut the letters."
Teachers yAio were once anxious for the bell to ring so that they could retire
to the lounge remained in their rooms, selected and displayed maps, charts,
or made charts, added finishing touches to puppets, selected flash cards,
i
Walter Wittich and Charles Schuller, Audio-Visual Materials. Second Edi¬
tion, (New Yorks Harper and Brothers ^blishers, 195?), pp. 203-204.
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changed the flannel boards or provided other media of visual learning ma¬
terials. One teacher related how it took most of her time keeping the lo¬
cation fresh with periodic changes. Creating an atmosphere for friendly
relaxed learning maintained order, individualized and small group interest.
Some teachers told how they previewed filmstrips, used qpaque projectors or
microscopic matter and arranged these instruments attractively and invitingly
in the small classrooms. Globes and charts were placed in view vdiile books,,
magazines and other pictures were placed as eye catchers. The questionnaires
and interviews had inspired the teachers and in turn the pupils were moti¬
vated.
The caretorium which was used in one school and the library or a room ad
libitum in the other school were darkened, machines set up to evoke the "four
w’s” of pupils.
Teachers were eager to bring their pupils tp-to-date, and some to keep
their pupils up-to-date. Teachers examined sound picture order books for
names and descriptions of pictures that would best create reality for the
learners. More than one picture previewed...being shown at various intervals.
Sane pictures stimulated thought or conparisons, others an especial feeling
about something. The arrangements in the room or rooms aroused or failed to
arouse curiosity, interest. Vfflien the interest was aroused the response of
the pupils was favorable. Often, pupils showered their teachers with speci¬
men and collections of many kinds...clams from a pond, snails, bugs pictures,
poem books^ magnets, spy glasses, maps, pond water, bones, skeletons, various
models they had made and others. Most of the materials provided by the
teacher and those brought by the pupils provided information but some aroused
curiosity. The teachers more and more ceased saying, "Be careful don’t break
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this, or don't drop that," but let the diildren manipulate in order to learn.
Again teachers found themselves grouping according to the needs of pupil-
abilities. The pupil's home and conmunity enviroranents were taken into ac¬
count. Exanple; some pupils were shown pictures of stagnant water, un¬
screened doors and windows, others several children sharing one ice cream
cone.
Teachers soon learned that films often needed previewing in order to
mend broken places) practice changing and rewinding reels quickly, putting
up, taking down, adjusting or moving the machine quickly yet with ease.
The contest of the audio-visual material was related to past and future ex¬
periences. For best results these teachers introduced and intexpretated the
materials shown. They always used some means of follow-up which allowed the
pupils to express their reactions in words, and in actions.
Stemming from the questionnaires administered and the interviews, teach¬
ers of the Jonesboro Elementary School and the Elementary Department of the
William A. Fountain High School began to look at themselves more closely and
to use potential audio-visual materials, sudi as various kinds of seeds,
kodaks, newspaper clippings, of "Know your Georgia." The teachers and pupils
built units around these and teachers along with pupils grew. Some pictures
like, "Life of the Seed", "Animal Life", "The Story of the Wind", "Fractions
Can Be Fun" and others were shown as the ways in which children preferred to
as natural choices for experiences and materials. The teachers followed vp
with discussion periods, write ups, short quizzes, and art exhibits. Pupils
built and made Science Charts, Weather Charts, thermometers, wind vanes,
mounted insects, made collections of rocks, pressed leaves, crowded the li¬
brary (which is in one side of the second grade classroom at Jonesboro) read¬
ing books, and making booklets to help them retain what they had experienced.
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In the Jonesboro Elementary School and the Elementary Department of the
William A. Fountain High School a coordijator kept on the alert for the most
recent sound pictures, filmstrips, books, charts and maps and informed the
Principal of their availability. The Principal related this information to
the teachers and gave the coordinator the go signal. There were a number of
the teachers who purchased recent professional books monthly and shared these
first with the Principal then with fellow teachers. One Principal said many
times, ''That*s the way you keep up, through reading, remember those question¬
naires we must move on."
The coordinator assisted the teachers in making selections, ordered and
returned reels, films etc.i helped train students to manipulate the machines
and all gave their services freely and without compensation. Record players.
Science records, and Cpaque Projector, Filmstrip Projector, and a Television
have been purchased by these schools. Some individual teachers have pur¬
chased record players for their individual rooms. Most of the above mentioned
audio-visual aids have centered about Science and Health. Arithmetic and
Language Arts took a lagging second place. The teachers took more interest
in flash cards, charts, maps and other audio-visual aids.
Teachers* Reports of Pupils* Reactions to and Roles
within the Audio-Visual Program
Another important facet of this study was embodied in purposes directly
related to pupils' preferences and participation in the audio-visual program.
The questionnaire showed that twenty-two or 70,9 per cent v^ich was a
majority, of the pupils came from the rural, and one or 03,2 per cent were
urban children.
Teacher's Description of Pupil-Preferences in the Audio-Program.--Table
7 presents the data pertaining to the description of the audio-visual program.
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Of the twenty-nine teachers participating in this study, eighteen, or 58.0
per cent, stated that their pupils asked questions about animals) seventeen,
or 54.8 per cent, stated that their pupils asked questions about people;
fourteen, or 45.1 per cent, stated that their pupils asked questions about
stars;: fifteen, or 48.3 per cent, stated that their pupils asked questions
about the moon; fifteen, or 48.3 per cent, stated that their pupils asked
questions about the climate; fourteen, or 45.1 per cent, stated that their
pupils asked questions about heat; ten, or 32.2 per cent, stated that their
pupils asked questions about coal; twelve, or 38.7 per cent, stated that
their pupils asked questions about wind; seven, or 22.5 per cent, stated
that their pupils asked questions about fog; seven, or 22.5 per cent, stated
that their pupils asked questions about dew; fifteen, or 48*3 per cent,
stated that their pupils asked questions about rain; eight, or 25.5 per cent,
stated that their pvpils asked questions about hail; twelve, or 28.7 per
cent, stated that their pupils asked questions about snow; nine, or 29.03
per cent, stated that their pupils asked questions about storms.
The findings from the above data revealed that the pupils were curious
to know about their world in general. This is exemplified in the fact that
they collected and brou^t to the class the wide variety of specimens listed
above.
Teachers* General Appraisal of Pupils in Their Audio-Visual Pursuits.--In
answer to the question, "Are your children Science Minded?", 64.5 per cent
answered, "Yes" while one, or 03.2 per cent, responded that the majority.
To the question, "Are the children interested in Science Fairs?" twelve, or
38.7 per cent, answered "Yes"; thirteen, or 41.9 per cent, were interested in
Science Exhibits; twenty-one, or 67.7 per cent, were interested in experiments;
TABLE 7
REPORT OF TEACHERS’ RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION,
"DO THE PUPILS ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT?"
Names of Specimen
First Semester Second Semester
Yes Per Cent Yes Per Cent
Animals 18 58,0 23 74,1
People 17 54,8 22 70.9
Start 14 45,1 18 58.0
Moon 15 48,3 20 64.5
Climate 15 48,3 17 54.8
Heat 14 45,1 17 54,8
Cold 10 32,2 18 58.0
Wind 12 38.7 17 54.8
Fog 7 22.5 13 41.9
Dew 7 22.5 13 41.9
Rain 15 48.3 18 58.0
Hail 18 58.0 13 41.9
Snow 12 38.7 17 54.8
Storm 9 29.03 12 38.7
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sixteen, or 51*6 per cent, showed interest in Science scrapbooks* The re¬
sults revealed that the greatest interest was in experiments vdiich were se¬
lected twenty-one, or 67,7 per cent, of the teachers*
To the question, "Are the piqsils interested in seeing?", twenty, or
64.5 per cent, were, and twenty, or 64,5 per cent, were interested in doing.
The results shows a fifty-fifty per cent ratio.
To the question, "Do they work well in groups or alone?", the findings
from questionnaire gave twenty-two or 70,9 per cent working well in groups
while only two or 06,4 per cent worked better alone.
To the question, "Do they work better when grouped homogeneously?",
eleven, or 35,4 per cent, w^ich was the larger number, worked better homo¬
geneously, udiile only eight or 25,5 per cent worked better heterogeneously.
To the question, "llVhich are more interested in Science t Boys, Girls,
about the smae?", thirteen, or 41,9 per cent, listed boys; while ten, or
32,2 per cent, listed boys and girls as having the same interest.
Pupils* Direct Participation in Audio-Visual Activities*—Table 8 presents
the data pertaining to the visualization of audio-visual materials. Of the
twenty-nine teachers participating in this study, ten, or 32,2 per cent,
stated that their pupils collected frogs; ten, or 32,2 per cent, stated that
their pupils collected bugs; nine, or 29,03 per cent, stated that their pupils
collected fish; sixteen, or 51*6 per cent, stated that their pupils collected
flowers; eighteen, or 58,0 per cent, stated that their pupils collected
plants; sixteen, or 51*6 per cent, stated that their pupils collected leaves;
sixteen, or 51,6 per cent, stated that their pupils collected rocks; five, or
16*1 per cent, stated that their pupils collected birds; six, or 19*3 per
cent, stated that their pupils collected coal; one, or 03,2 per cent, stated
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that their pupils collected iron* three, or 09.6 per cent, stated that their
pupils collected fossils} fourteen, or 45.1 per cent, stated that their p\j*
pils collected seeds; one, or 03.2 per cent, stated that their pupils col¬
lected eggs; three, or 09.6 per cent, stated that their pupils collected
reptiles; fifteen, or 48.3 per cent, stated that their pupils collected news¬
paper clippings; nineteen, or 61.2 per cent, stated that their pupils col¬
lected pictures.
These findings are further indications of the curiosity of the pupils
and of the fact that the world around them has nany audio-visual materials
with facination equal to and beyond the more commercialized models so often
purchased for immediate use in classrooms. Many of these aids have their
values for the classrocxn, but they should be used in conjunction with the
interests just enumerated.
The latter position is substantiated by Dale in his discussion of con¬
trived experiences:
One of the greatest opportunities lies in the development of contrived
materials. There is no reason why the school sh(p, art room, and labora¬
tory cannot combine to produce highly acceptable teaching materials.
These may range all the way from a diminutive gasoline engine (which
really runs) to devices useful in teaching nuonber. They may range in
size frcmi a giant slide-ruler built by a high-school class to a working
model of the city of the future.
Interestingly enough, when teachers in the field of art, both fine
and industrial, are approached about this type of construction they agree
on its inportance. But we have not yet done the administrative job of
getting the materials produced. Perhaps our colleges of education need
to help train students to build some of their own teaching materials.
Perhaps our colleges of education need to help train students to build
some of their own teaching materials. Perhaps if teaching-materials lab¬
oratories are more commonly developed by our teacher-education institu¬
tions, teachers will learn how to make their own teaching aids. The
Ball State Teachers College at Muncie, Indiana, has done notable work in
this field.
TABLE 8
REPORT OF PUPILS* PARTICIPATION IN THE COLLECTING OF
SPECIMENS IN PERCENTAGES OF "YES" AND "NCT ANSWERS
TO THE QUESTION, "DO PUPILS COLLECT SPECIMENS?"
Name of Specimen
First Semester Second Semester
Yes Per Cent Yes Per Cent
1. Frogs 10 32.2 11 35.4
2. Bugs 10 32.2 16 51.6
3. Fish 9 29.03 10 32.2
4. Flowers 16 51.6 21 67,7
5, Plants 18 58.0 23 74.1
6. Leaves 16 51.6 20 64.5
7. Rocks 16 51.6 20 64.5
8. Birds 5 16.1 6 19.3
9, Coal 6 19.3 8 25.5
10. Iron 1 03.2 6 19.3
11. Fossels 3 09.6 7 22.5
12. Seeds 14 45.1 22 70.9
13. Eggs 1 03.2 7 22,5
14. Reptiles 3 09.6 4 12,5
15. Clippings 15 48.3 17 54.8
16. Pictures 19 61.2 23 74.1
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Resources of the Natural Environment Which Teachers Found Best in
Meeting the Needs of the Pupils.--Since the area of science provided numer¬
ous opportunities for visualization of materials, special attention was given
the question, "What Unit in Science Have You Found Best in Meeting the Needs
of Your Pupils?"
As shown in Table 9, of the twenty-nine teachers participating in this
study five, or 16*1 per cent, listed water as first preference; two, or 06*4
per cent, listed air and water as second choice; one, or 03*2 per cent, listed
air and water as third preference; two, or 06.4 per cent, listed air and water
as fourth preference; one, or 03.2 per cent, listed air and water as fifth
preference; no teachers listed air and water as sixth preference; one, or
03.2 per cent, listed air and water as seventh preference, which was the last
listing for air and water. Of the four listings on electricity, three, or
09.6 per cent, listed electricity as second preference; one, or 03.2 per cent,
listed electricity as sixth preference; one, or 03.2 per cent, listed elec¬
tricity as eleventh preference; and one, or 03.2 per cent, listed electricity
as twelfth preference; six, or 19.3 per cent, listed plants as first prefer¬
ence; one, or 03.2 per cent, listed plants as second preference; two, or 0.64
per cent, listed plants as third preference; three, or 09.6 per cent, listed
plants as fourth preference; one, or 03.2 per cent, listed plants as fifth
preference; one, or 03.2 per cent, listed plants as seventh preference; one,
or 03.2 per cent, listed plants as tenth preference; one, or 03.2 per cent,
listed animals as first preference; six, or 19.3 per cent, listed animals as
second preference; four, or 12.5 per cent, listed animals as third preference;
three, or 09.6 per cent, listed animals as fourth preference; one, or 03.2
per cent, listed animals as fifth preference; three, or 09.6 per cent, listed
TABLE 9
RESULTS OF TEACHERS* ANSVERS TO THE QUESTIONS "WHAT UNIT
IN SCIENCE HAVE YOU USED AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS THAT HAVE BEST
MET THE NEEDS OF THE PUPILS?"
Per Per Per Per Per Per
Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent
Air and Water 5 16.1 2 06.4 1 03.2 2 06.4 1 03.2 0 0
Electricity 0 0 3 09.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 03.2
Plants 6 19.3 1 03.2 2 06.4 3 09.6 1 03.2 0 0
Animals 1 03.2 6 19.3 4 12,5 3 09.6 0 0 0 0
Our Feathered Friends 0 0 0 0 3 09,6 0 0 2 06.4 1 03.2
Soil 1 03.2 3 09.6 1 03,2 0 0 2 06,4 2 06.4
Trees 0 0 1 03.2 1 03,2 0 0 0 0 1 03.2
Teeth 1 03.2 2 06,4 5 16.1 0 0 5 16,1 0 0
Eyes 2 06.4 1 03.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 19.3
Blood 1 03.2 0 0 0 0 1 03,2 0 0 0 0
The Human Body 3 09.6 0 0 2 06,4 3 09,6 1 03,2 1 03,2
The Weather 0 0 0 0 1 03,2 3 09,6 0 0 2 06.4
TABLE 9 Cont’d
RESULTS OF TEACHERS' ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS "WHAT UNIT
IN SCIENCE HAVE YOU USED AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS THAT HAVE BEST
MET THE NEEDS OF THE PUPILS?"
'I
Per Per Per Per Per Per
Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent Number Cent
Air and Water 1 03.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Electricity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 03.2 1 03.2
Plants 1 03.2 0 0 0 0 1 03.2 0 0 0 0
Animals 0 0 1 03.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Our Feathered Friends 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 03.2 0 0
Soil 0 0 1 03.2 1 03.2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Trees 2 06.4 0 0 1 03.2 1 03.2 0 0 0 0
Teeth 0 0 2 06.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Eyes 0 0 0 0 2 06.4 0 0 0 0 0 0
Blood 2 06.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
The Human Body 1 03.2 1 03.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
The Weather 0 0 2 06.4 1 03.2 1 03.2 0 0 0 0
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our feathered friends as third preference; two, or 06*4 per cent, listed
our feathered friends as fifth preference; one, or 03*2 per cent, listed
our feathered friends as six preference; one, or 03*2 per cent, listed our
feathered friends as eleventh preference; one, or 03.2 per cent, listed
soil as first preference; three, or 09*6 per cent, listed soil as second
place; one, or 03*2 per cent, listed soil as third preference; two, or 06*4
per cent, listed soil as fifth preference; two, or 06.4 per cent, listed
soil as sixth preference; one, or 03«2 per cent, listed soil as eighth pref¬
erence; one, or 03*2 per cent, listed soil as ninth preference; one, or
03«2 per cent, listed trees as second preference; one, or 03.2 per cent,
listed trees as thiard preference; one, or 03.2 per cent, listed trees as
sixth preference; two, or 06.4 per cent, listed soil as seventh preference;
one, or 03»2 per cent, listed soil as ninth preference; one, or 03.2 per
cent, listed soil as tenth preference; one, or 03.2 per cent, listed teeth
as first preference; two, or 06.4 per cent, listed teeth as second preference;
five, or 16.1 per cent, listed teeth as third preference; five, or 16.1 per
cent listed teeth as fifth preference; two, or 06*4 per cent, listed teeth
as eighth preference; two, or 06.4 per cent, listed eyes as first preference;
one, or 03*2 per cent, listed eyes as second preference; six, or 19.3 per
cent, listed eyes as sixth preference; two, or 06.4 per cent, listed eyes as
ninth preference; one, or 03.2 per cent, listed blood as first preferencey
one, or 03.2 per cent, listed blood as fourth preference; two, or 06.4 per
cent, listed blood as seventh preference; three, or 09.6 per cent, listed
the human body as first preference; two, or 06.4 per cent, listed the human
body as third preference; three, or 09.6 per cent, listed the human body as
fourth preference; one, or 03.2 per cent, listed the human body as fifth
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preference; one, or 03*2 per cent, listed the human body as seventh pref¬
erence; one, or 03.2 per cent, listed the human body as eighth preference;
one, or 03*2 per cent, listed weather as third preference; three, or 09*6
per cent, listed weather as fourth preference; two, or 06*4 per cent, listed
weather as sixth preference; two, or 06*4 per cent, listed the weather as
ninth preference; one, or 03.2 per cent, listed the weather as tenth prefer¬
ence*
Conclusions*—From these expressions of preferences among the pi4>ils,
it was concluded that teachers were able to make use of concepts built
around things in nature, sudi as air, water and animals, rather than those
things relating to the human body or the condition of the weather* Perhaps
success with things in the world around the pupils held more facination for
the pvq^ils than the functioning of their bodies* It may be too that teach¬
ers tended, consciously or unsciously, to consider the human body with less
objectivity than the natural phentxnena and hence, did not use the same fa¬
cility in presenting it as they did the wonders of air, water and, in some
instances, electricity.
Means of Evaluating the Audio-Visual Program.—To the question, ”Do you
check results by tests?", ten, or 32*2 per cent, said, "Yes," while twenty-
two, or 70*9 per cent, used discussion as a method of checking results.
This response showed the ratings of discussions as taking preference over
testing for checking results. Other answers and observations indicated that
teachers rated the program further, through requests for repetitions of pic¬
tures and films shown previously, through the significance of specimens
brought to the classroom, and by way of any evidences of relating vdiat was
leazned in school to audio-visual situations in the general community.
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These findings and the preceding ones vdiich were presented and inter¬
preted in this Chapter are sinmarized in the following one.
CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Rationale and Evolution of the Problem.—Human beings learn mainly
through seeing and hearing or looking and listening* Sensing the need of a
broader opportunity for leaimlng and more effectiveness In learning, educa¬
tors and Investigators have developed many media vvhlch are now being widely
used In all parts of the world*
The writer noted that audio-visual materials had a high degree of In¬
terest and frequently stabilized learning for pupils In her classroom. The
pupils were Interested In examining objects, seeing pictures, films, and
hearing records related to their school work* The concepts and Information
learned through the use of such materials were remembered longer than when
presented solely through verbal means* They were learned faster and could
be put to use limnedlately In related activities, thus saving time* The use
of audio-visual materials makes it possible to present concepts, processes
and Information of far away places and peoples In concrete and meaningful man¬
ner* These facts prompted the writer and stimulated her to do this study*
Statement of Problem and Purposes*—This study sought to ascertain the
thinking of thirty-one teachers and their pupils concerning audio-visual
education In Clayton, County, Georgia*
One purpose of this study was to survey thinking regarding the audio¬
visual educational programs i^ldi were currently operating in Jonesboro




1. To examine the following areas of thinking about audio-visual
education by a selected group of pupils and teachers of the
Jonesboro Elementary and the Elementary Department of the
William A. Fountain High School as' indicated belowt
a* V^at are the general values of audio-visual education held
by teachers and pvpils?
b* What relative frequency of use of audio-visual materials do
the two groups report?
c« In what subject areas do teachers and pupils report frequent
use of audio-visual materials? Where do they think they are
most effective?
d* In vltiat subject areas do they think audio-visual materials to
be least helpful?
e» To what extent are teachers aware of trends in the use of audio¬
visual materials?
f« Are ptqpils aware of changes and extensions in the use of audio¬
visual materials» such as educational television and the like?
g* Has attendance increased or decreased vdien audio-visual materi¬
als were used frequently?
h« Do pupils report preferring to attend class vdien audio-visual
materials are used?
i« In what order of preferences do pupils and teachers place list¬
ings of audio-visual materials which have been or will be made
available to them in the classro(xn?
2* To ccMipare the reactions of pupils and students*
3* To examine these reactions in texm of certain criteria standards
approved by the central administration.
4* To draw implications and reconmendations for improved use of the
total audio-visual program.
Research Procedure and Operational Steps.—The Descriptive Survey Method
was utilized in this study* and through use of the questionnaire technique,
it embraced the following stepst
1. Permission was secured from proper authorities to administer question¬
naires and interviews to the subjects*
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2« Representative samplings of subjects were selected*
3* The desired information was secured from the questionnaires and in¬
terviews and compiled and treated statistically through the use of
percentages*
4* Tables of the findings were formulated and appropriate verbal inter¬
pretations were made*
5* Conclusions, implications and recommendations were dravm*
Descriptions of the Questionnaire Used in this Study.—The purpose of the
questionnaire was to gain an insight as to what was being carried on with the
aid of audio-visual education in the above named schools and to get an in¬
sight of their thinking* The general content included kinds of audio-visual
aids used, equipment and materials used, the teachers' and pupils* interest
in audio-visual education, consciousness of pupil and teacher growth, size
of classes, organization of the audio-visual aid program* This questionnaire
was criticized and checked under expert guidance*
Stimmarv of Related Literature.—The summary of the related literature
pertaining to the problem of this research has led to the selection and
generalization of the more important theories, principles and procedures as
well as research findings which pertain to the problem of "audio-visual" edu¬
cation programs* The abstracted statements follows
1* Audio-visual materials are being intezpreted and appraised in the
context of the larger area of mass communication; hence, the uses
to ixhich they are put should be considered objectively and critically.
2* Audio-visual education makes it possible for each diild to find and
demonstrate his abilities and to be valued for his contributions*
3* First-hand information and experiences are easily grasped by pipils
through aiiat they have seen in some demonstrations or *^at they
have experienced in classroom activities*
4* Authorities agree that through handling objects and models, through
hearing records, and seeing pictures and films, the Indifferences
of most of the pupils may be met because opportunities have been
provided for each child to learn.
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Flndinqs»«’-In accordance with the purposes of the study the findings
were organized under three main headings, which are now used to structure
the summary of basic findings of the study.
The first group of findings related to the characteristics of the teadi-
ers who served as the thirty-one respondents to the questionnaire. In sum¬
mary it might be stated that!
1, In years of service the teachers ranged from 1 to 30 years, with a
mean period of tenure of 8.
2, In general all teachers expressed interest in the audio-visual pro¬
gram, with at least 50 per cent reporting that they had used the
aids during one semester*
3, One of the deterrents to more effective use of audio-visual materi¬
als was identified as class size ^ich ranged from above twenty-five
to forty-five or more pipils.
4, The teachers reported interest in up-grading their professional
study of audio-visual education, although less than half of them
had enrolled in workshops or regular classes designed for this
purpose,
5* Not more than 5 per cent of the teachers reported having personal
audio-visual equipment beyond television and radio.
The second group of findings resulted from the survey of organization
and iresources of the two programs. The summary of specific data follows,
1, The Jonesboro and Fountain High Elementary units both reported a
scheme of organization which included the principals as general
administrative supervisors, part-time services of audio-visual educa¬
tion coordinators, staff and faculty planning for improved use of
this area and the nucleus of a faculty committee made up of depart¬
mental representatives, the coordinators and the principals. Also,
the pupils were included as helpers in executing the programs and
as the best means of determining the inadequacy of the programs,
2* In space, the two schools had general areas designated for use of
audio-visual materials, but they were multipurpose areas including
the stage, the gymtorium, and the library,
3* In extent of actual equipment the programs included moving picture
film projectors, filmstrip projectors, claque projectors, television,
a science mobile unit. Also, extent of use increased in each school
from one semester to the next, with an increase from average use in
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the first semester of 20 per cent to over sixty per cent in the
second semester*
4* In materials, teachers revealed interest in professional books, text¬
books and special magazines, particularly significant in the audio¬
visual program,
5* In unit resources, teachers reported finding particularly advanta¬
geous the use of concepts involving air and water, plants and ani¬
mals and other obvious specimens in the environment. On the other
hand, teachers reported less effectiveness in creating real interest
in the human body and the weather*
6* In use of display areas, teachers gave high ratings to dialkboards,
bulletin boards, felt boards and certain teadier-pupil-made devices*
The third area canvassed the role which teachers described as character¬
istic of the pupils*
1* Pupils were described as interested in the audio-visual program with
specific evidence accruing fromt
a* Their effective handling of equipment and expressions of willing¬
ness to do so without remuneration.
b* Their bringing of specimens ranging from fairly large plant and
animal models to rarer community resources, such as special rocks
and plants not indigenous to that area*
c* Their increased interest in the program as noted in percentage
of gain from one semester to the next,
2* There was a sli^t increase in attendance in classes after the
audio-visual materials were made more of an integral part of daily
class sessions*
It was noted, finally, that the means of evaluating the audio-visual
program were varied, including, tests, observations, analysis of discussions,
appraisals of requests for use of equipment and materials, and specific indi¬
cations of expanding interests and information as a result of their wider and
more conprehensive use of these aids*
Conclusions,—On the basis of these findings the following conclusions
were drawn, with a special effort to give definite answers to the purposes of
the study* ,
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1* The programs of the Jonesboro Elementary School and the Fountain
High Elementary Department might be characterized as endorsing a
model scheme of organization vdiich recognizes administrative roles
and the need for prefer coordination and, yet, does not overlook
the strategic responsibilities of faculty and pupils. At present
the lines of organization need to be strengthened and enhanced,
but the funadmental framework is sound.
2. The two groups of teachers reported use of audio-visual materials
in some rather than all classes and increased use of them during
the two semesters covered by this study. Classes mentioned most
frequently were science and some aspects of the social studies.
3« Teachers seemed more keenly aware of the use of audio-visual ma¬
terials in the area of science. No area was identified as bereft
of these aids, but music and language arts were mentioned less
frequently than others*
4* Teachers were generally aware of trends in the field but only half
of them seemed sufficiently interested to give some time for study
through graduate courses, special clinics and/or workshqps.
5* Pupils were aware of changes and extensions of the audio-visual
area, but did not have adequate experiences to react critically
to the use of educational television.
6* Pupil attendance increased within the semester when audio-visual
materials were in frequent use. The gain did not appear to be over¬
whelmingly significant, but it did indicate a trend toward up-grad¬
ing of class participation.
7. Teachers reported for themselves and their pupils — the fact that
they favored the use of audio-visual aids daily, with particular
preferences for moving and still pictures! their own specimens of
plants and animals} and use of units of work describing the wonders
of air and water.
8. The study did not encompass the population beyond elementary school
pupils, but their reactions to Science Fairs, Science Exhibits, and
Science projects indicated a commonality of interest in some of the
same concepts which fascinate both elementary pvpils and high school
students.
9. Generally, the teachers and students seemed to place high value on
the audio-visual program.
Implications.—Inherent within the findings and conclusions were the
following in^licationst
1. TTie organizational structure of the audio-visual education program
needs special attention at the point of systematic planning which
involves the central ccmttnittee, the general faculty and the students*
2, Each subject area can be enhanced if it is explored and studied in
light of concepts which may be learned more effectively through
audio-visual media. This, then, could serve as a basis for frequency
of their use in the various areas, rather than mere erqphasis on
"daily use" of the materials and equipment*
3* There is need for faculty-study of basic and/or current enphases in
the area of audio-visual education.
4* Pupils reflect the need for training as to the values of audio-visual
aids as well as the techniques of operating them.
5* The pupils need broadened perspective in the preferences for and col¬
lection of audio-visual materials*
6* The present audio-visual equipment might be extended to include some
of the more diagnostic instruments t^ich often indicate the extent
to which the training ones should be used*
7* Adequate areas are needed for use and storage of audio-visual materi¬
als*
Recommendations.—It was felt that the data of this study, warranted the
writer's making the following recomnendationst
1* It is recommended that the audio-visual program should be conprehen-
sively based upon established values and needs of the teachers in
their respective teaching assignments*
2* There should be capitalization upon interest levels of the pupils so
as to raise the levels of program performances*
3* It is recommended that committee be appointed to study specific prob¬
lems within the frame of reference of the audio-visual education
program*
4* It is recommended that teachers should be encouraged more by adminis¬
trators to seek training vdiich will aid them in utilizing all mater¬
ials and techniques of the audio-visual program*
5* It is reconmended that students, pupils and teachers become more
aware of the importance of using diagnostic instruments to measure
the seeing and hearing of boys and girls* Examples ares
a* Telebinocular..*i^ere cards are viewed through the stereoscope
to test the eyes for simultaneous vision..*whether both eyes
are habitually used in seeing...far, vertical, lateral imbalance,
etc*
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b* Audiometer*..an instixment for clinical use to measure hearing
losses* School workers use it to screen individuals with hear¬
ing losses in order to send to a specialist for diagnosis and
correction.
c* Flashmeter**.an instrument for use in developing rapid recogni¬
tion of reading materials and nimiber combinations*
6* Each school should begin a basic collection of filmS) filmstrips
and recordings ^ich would represent the cooperative thinking of all
constituents* Those resources should be processed through the
school library.
7* The emphasis in environmental materials and specimens should be
closely correlated with the commercialized equipment and materials,
so that the advantages of both resources will be fully realized*
8* Teachers in the upper grades, especially, might explore the possi¬
bility of workshops for pupils vt^o give promise of facility in the
understanding and use of audio-visual materials* These pupils
would serve as the nucleus of a larger program includingi
a* special radio projects
b* television projects
c* dramatizations
d* highlighting of community resources of a more historical type
e* use of audio and visual aids in improving school and community
relationships
f* previewing and reviewing seminars for selection of school-owned
films, filmstrips and the like
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APPENDIX
Atlanta University Department of Education
QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE USE OF AIDIO-VISUAL AIDS




Note! This questionnaire is being sent out to determine to what extent
Audio-Visual Aids are being used in teadiing Science in the
Elementary Schools.
Please checks Yes V No X
1. Do you use Audio-Visual Aids in all subjects?
2* Do you check results byi tests ____ discussions
3. Do you check results by» Pupils* reactions by requests for the
same picture more pictures write-ups drawings
bringing in specimens questions
4* Are your children Science^inded? _______ ______
5. Do they collect specimens! frogs _____ bugs fish flowers
plants leaves
_____ rocks birds coal iron
fossils seeds eoo^ reptiles clippings
pictures ■
6. Do they ask questions about animals _____ people stars moon_
climate heat cold wind fog dew rain
hail snow stoitns •
7. Are the pi^iils interested ini Science Fair Science Exhibits
Science Experiments Science Scrapbooks •
8* Are the pt^pils interested in seeing doing




10# Do they work better when grouped hanooeneouslv hetrooeneouslv _?
11* Which are more interested in Science* boys girls about
saiBe ?
12* Are you interested in Science ?
13# Do you teach science because you are* a Science Major because it
is assigned to you grade subject because of interest ?
14* Are audio-visual aids used* one semester two semesters or
more (if more) please give number *
15* Is it required of all students in your class ?
16, What teaching materials do you use?























19* What units in Science have you used Audio-Visual Aids that have best
met the needs of your ptipils? (Number in order of preference).
A* ( ) Air and water
B. ( ) Electricity
C. ( ) Plants
D. ( ) AnimalsH.( ) CXir Feathered Friends
F. ( ) Soil
G. { ) Trees
H. ( ) Teeth
I. ( ) Eyes
J. ( ) Blood
K« ( ) The Human Body
L. ( ) The weather
20. Do you use a picture fort
A* ( ) Each unit
B* ( ) More than one per unit





3. Does not see importance
B* Size of classes
5 to 25
25 to 45
45 up ^ ^
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E« Is there proper guidance for jobs that are available for prepared
students in Audio-Visual work in youri Yes No
1* School
2« Community
22. Are nost of the pipils fromi Ihrban Rural
23. Do you use Audio-Visual Programs in your home? « often
sometimes occasionally.
24. Give the number of years of experience including this year
years
25. Do the students run the machine fori pay because be enjoys it
because he can do it so well and is assigned to do it because
he can do it so well and is given opportunity to learn »
26. Have you had one or more courses in Audio-Visual Education?
number
27. Have you attended an Audio-Visual Institute workshop
